Monitor and Track the Efficiency of Your Man-Machine Workforce

NTT DATA Virtual Resource Monitoring System

With the NTT DATA Virtual Resource Monitoring System, you get the actionable insights and key metrics you need to drive critical decision-making.

Facing difficulties in managing the efficiency of the bots and human associates in your business process?

Do you need to:

- Monitor the entire automation cycle?
- Manage and maximize the productivity of your processes?
- Track and manage your human workforce and bots with one tool?
- Integrate productivity results and generate actionable insights?

Introducing the NTT DATA Virtual Resource Monitoring System

It’s a universal control desk that helps you continuously monitor and manage your integrated workforce in real time. The system also includes business outcomes intelligence and forecasting capabilities.

The Virtual Resource Management System can help you:

- Identify and categorize resources as active or idle
- Connect with robotic and virtual agents from other leading automation platforms
- Access real-time information
- Connect with different workflow systems
- Monitor your compliance needs, providing another layer of security for your bots and virtual workforce
- Automatically reassign tasks from failed bots to your human workforce
- Ensure your workforce falls under a single governance framework
- Build reports by sharing data with an analytical database

Data to be consolidated into a single dashboard or reporting tool

Visit nttdataservices.com to learn more.

*Patenting of the NTT DATA Virtual Resource Monitoring System is currently in progress*